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WE ARE a MEMBER OF

General correspondence should be directed to:

The Secretary 
Melbourne Bushwalkers Inc
PO Box 1751 
MELBOURNE VIC 3001
www.melbournebushwalkers.org.au

The News of the Melbourne Bushwalkers Inc  
(The News) is published monthly, and is the official 
newsletter of Melbourne Bushwalkers Inc.

Editor: Wen Qi

Walk previews, walk reviews, articles, poems, news items, 
photographs of Club events, reports of new gear, book/
movie reviews, letters to the editor, advertisements, 
et  cetera are always welcome. However, the Editor 
reserves the right to edit contributions where space, 
clarity or propriety dictate, and to maintain editorial 
consistency. 

Note: photographs should be sent as separate high 
resolution files which are capable of being edited.

Please send your contributions as unformatted text 
files by email to news@mbw.org.au

Closing date for receipt of material for The News is the 
21st of the month.

Advertisements should relate to bushwalking (e.g. gear, 
maps, trips, tours, health and fitness etc.). These may 
be published subject to space availability and Editor’s 
discretion. 

For current advertising rates contact the Editor at  
news@mbw.org.au.

Next committee meeting: Monday 5th October

DUE TO THE REINTRODUCTION OF RESTRICTIONS OF MOVEMENT TO CONTAIN THE 
SPREAD OF COVID-19 ALL CLUB FACE-TO-FACE ACTIVITES UP TO AND INCLUDING 
29TH OCTOBER HAVE BEEN CANCELLED. CLUB EQUIPMENT HIRE IS SUSPENDED UNTIL 
FURTHER NOTICE

REFER TO OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION.

“video club night“
6:30 - 8:30pm every Wednesday, except 
“Wine & Cheese” presentation nights.

club officer positions available
& we need you! 
-Vice president (x2)
-Social secretary
-Sunday walk Coordinator 
-Treasurer (refer P4 for more details)

Join the committee in 2021 and stay on if you enjoy the role. Our club 
won’t be able to run without all of our volunteers.

If interested in any of the positions above, please get in touch by 
emailing president@mbw.org.au today!
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President’s Column

Worst wildfires in US history, Arctic sea ice heading 
towards a historic low, simultaneous hurricane in the 
Atlantic Ocean and the hottest summer in the Northern 
Hemisphere since records began: Scientists say a series 
of natural disasters and record temperatures this year 
have surpassed their worst fears.

Rewind to earlier this year before the pandemic put the 
world on hold, we all experienced smoke that engulfed 
Sydney and Melbourne as deadly bushfires burnt for 
months following years of drought. Fast forward a 
few months and the west coast of the United States 
has been devastated by out of control wildfires. Again, 
lives, homes and livelihoods have been lost, as have 
thousands of birds and wildlife.

Climate change, predominantly the result of human 
activity, is real and has a major influence on weather-
related natural disasters. It can dramatically alter 
a region’s risk situation in terms of severe storms, 
thunderstorms, floods or droughts. Australia’s most 
important tourist destinations are already feeling the 

effects of climate change and these impacts will accelerate over coming decades. This infographic identifies the 
risks to Australia’s most important tourist attractions, highlighting the climate impacts that have already been 
observed, potential future risks, and the associated effects on the economy and dependent communities.
(Infographic link: https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Snapshot-risks.jpg)

Extreme weather can occur at any time of the year and can seriously affect both your enjoyment and safety. 
Examples include fire, extreme hot or cold temperatures, very strong winds, floods, heavy rain, heavy snow, hail 
warnings, high tides/swells, lightning, and extreme air pollution. For this reason, Mick Noonan has developed a 
guidance document to guide leaders on the impacts of ‘extreme weather’ on club activities. It is also useful for 
members in making their own decision on whether to participate and/or how to prepare for an activity.

Last month we launched our GoFundMe campaign to commemorate Melbourne Bushwalkers 80th Anniversary. 
The Club’s committee decided to plant 500 trees as a long-term legacy for the club. The funds will be used for the 
500 native tress and tree guards. Thank you to all those members that have donated to the cause to date. You 
can purchase 1 or more native trees by donating as little 5AUD for a tree to our dedicated 80th Anniversary tree 
planting GoFundMe page.
(GoFundMe page link: https://www.gofundme.com/f/melbourne-bushwalkers-80th-anniversary)

MBW Bravo! Big thank you to Ian Mair our webmaster who has re-opened our club house - virtually - to 
ensure our members can drop by, chat with fellow walkers and get the latest updates from our club.  Thank you, 
Ian, for your commitment and time. Please drop by the club on Wednesday to say hello and connect with Ian 
& fellow members. 

Metro Melbourne, keep an eye out. Our time is coming - keep an eye on our website for the latest updates when 
we are re-starting our walks.

Susanne Etti

MBW President

Follow me on Twitter @susanneetti
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Note from the Treasurer 
Treasurer and Financial Reviewer roles needed
Christine Thach

Noticeboard 

I hope everyone is safe and sound during the pandemic. I have been in the Treasurer role of the club for nearly 
2 years and now I have decided to step down from the position in 2021. If you are interested in the role please 
contact me at treasurer@mbw.org.au.

The role does not need formal accounting qualifications. Attention to detail, computer skills and a willingness to 
learn the processes of the MYOB software package are the minimum requirements.

The position description can also be found at
https://mbw.org.au/downloads/AGM_2019/Position_Description_Treasurer_02-2016.pdf

On another note, after 15 years being our Club’s Financial Reviewer, John Boyd has decided to call it a day. I’d 
like to express our club’s profound gratitude for John’s comprehensive review of the club’s accounts so that our 
financial statements are audited and presented for the Annual General Meeting.
 
And with John’s retirement, our club will now need a new reviewer to join with Richard Handson, our current 
Financial Reviewer to audit the club accounts for this financial year.
 
If you are interested in this role yourself that will be excellent. Alternatively, you may know of another member who 
could be able to help. The role will need someone with auditing experience and will work closely with Treasurer 
for the audit of the FY20 financial statements in early next year (February 2021) for the Annual General Meeting.
 
If you are able to help please send a note to president@mbw.org.au or myself at treasurer@mbw.org.au and we 
will be in touch.

NEW!!! Guideline for considering the impacts of Extreme 
Weather on Outdoor Activities

This new Guideline has been developed to guide leaders on the impacts of ‘extreme weather’ on club activities. It 
is also useful for members in making their own decision on whether to participate and/or how to prepare for an 
activity.

Extreme weather can occur at any time of the year and can seriously affect both your enjoyment and safety. 
Examples include fire, extreme hot or cold temperatures, very strong winds, floods, heavy rain, heavy snow, hail 
warnings, high tides/swells, lightning, and extreme air pollution.  

The club has policies on extreme heat (e.g. walks cancelled if forecast is 38 degrees or more), and fire danger (e.g. 
no walks in Total Fire Ban areas) that provide clear direction for leaders and members. This guideline requires 
leaders to review weather warnings more broadly and provides both advice and information in considering their 
impact.

My personal experience on the need to check for any extreme weather warnings was a few years ago when I 
headed off over the Christmas New Year to do 5 days of the Great South Western Walk. Having done the walk 
before over the same period when the heat was unbearable (about 42 on the last day) I frequently checked for 
Total Fire Bans and temperature forecasts. I was greatly relieved as the walk approached to find mild mid 20’s 
weather forecast. But after a very wet first night of gale force winds, thunder and lightning and falling branches 
we headed back to the caravan park to wait for better weather. Had I also checked the weather warnings I would 
have seen the severe thunderstorms and gale force wind warnings!

Mick Noonan
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Noticeboard 

The guideline provides practical information to help you make good decisions. In particular I recommend having a 
look at the link to the National Parks Association NSW website which provides some really great advice on walking 
in different weather conditions e.g the types of tree damage at different wind speeds.

You can download the latest version of this Guideline from the Club Website. There are also links to the Bureau 
of Meteorology Weather Warnings and to the Environment Protection Authority AirWatch  website on the Home 
Page.

So have a read before you head off on your next club or private walk!
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MELBOURNE BUSHWALKERS (INC) 
GPO BOX 1751, MELBOURNE, VIC, 3001 WEM 09/96 

Guideline for considering the impacts of Extreme Weather on Outdoor Activities 
 
This Guideline has been developed primarily to guide leaders in considering the impacts of ‘extreme 
weather’ on club activities. It is also of use to members in making their personal decision on whether to 
participate and/or how to prepare for an activity. 
 
Extreme weather can occur at any time of the year and can seriously affect both the enjoyment and safety 
of activities. The club has policies for extreme heat (e.g. walks cancelled if forecast is 38 degrees or more), 
and fire danger (e.g. no walks in Total Fire Ban areas) that provide clear direction for leaders and members. 
This guideline requires leaders to review weather warnings more broadly and provides both advice and 
information on considering their impact. 
 
Actions for Leaders 
• When planning the activity identify the critical weather variables and their impact on the activity area.  
• Monitor weather forecasts to be aware of possible extreme weather conditions in the weeks/days 

leading up to the activity. 
• Specifically check for Current Weather Warnings (BOM) in addition to fire warnings and extreme 

temperature forecasts.   
• Check if parks, forests, roads, camping areas etc. are closed due to extreme weather 
• Decide, based on any extreme weather warnings, fire dangers and extreme temperatures, if you need 

to cancel, delay or modify the activity. Advise participants as appropriate. 
• When walking interstate or overseas research that state/country’s weather warnings sources.  
• Some examples of relevant extreme weather impacts include flood warnings in the area of creek/river 

crossings, severe thunderstorms and associated lightning when planning to walk on high mountain 
peaks and ridges, coastal flooding and high tides, high winds in forests and exposed areas, etc. 

• The NSW National Parks Association website (NPA NSW, see sources below) provides excellent 
information on walking in different weather conditions, how to prepare for adverse weather, and 
recommends go/no-go criteria 

 
Action for Participants 
• Based on the expected weather conditions and their personal health and fitness, participants should 

review their participation along with items to take e.g. medications, clothing, amount of water. 
Emergency Blanket etc. 
 

Extreme Weather Risk Factors include:  
• Fire Warnings  - Total Fire Bans and Planned Burns 
• Extreme hot or cold temperatures 
• Floods, heavy rain, snow, hail warnings, and high tides/swells 
• Lightning (dry lightning re fires, thunderstorms) 
• Very high winds 
• Extreme air quality from the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) and local Planned Burns 
 
Deciding to walk or not, or if changes are required: 
• It is common sense not to go into areas with extreme weather conditions such as a Total Fire Ban, 

fires/backburns, over 38° C, floods, closed area, and storms. The club provides specific policies on Total 
Fire Ban and High Temperatures. Otherwise there are no clear rules. 

• Notwithstanding the Club’s policies on fire and extreme heat, leaders retain the right to cancel/modify 
the activity even when there is no Total Fire Ban or the temperature, while high, is less than the Club 
threshold. 
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Noticeboard 

Melbourne Bushwalkers Inc. 
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• Monitor weather forecasts over time, how it impacts the environment of the activity area, what the 
risks may be, whether you can avoid or reduce them, and what the consequences may be if the group is 
caught or the weather gets worse.  Also consider the experience of the participants and whether they 
have the requisite gear/clothing. Consider consulting other experienced leaders who may know the 
area.   

• Weather may change from forecasts for better or worse! So be prepared! 
• Decisions need to be made on a wide range of factors based on the area, type of activity, warnings, 

forecasts, group participants skills and experience, etc. The NPA NSW website provides valuable 
information and guidance for different types of extremes e.g. at 40kph winds there is a real danger of 
falling branches. 

• If in doubt play it safe! For instance, cancel or delay, reroute (e.g. to avoid creek), don’t climb that 
peak, ensure group/participants have appropriate gear for the expected conditions and recognize it 
may change. 

  
Checking for extreme weather during the activity 
• A mobile with good remote access, including mobile data, is the easiest way if you have coverage. 

Another option is an AM Radio, but check the local station frequency before you go. Some watches can 
provide alarms for sudden drops in barometric pressure indicating possible approaching storms. 

• It is a good skill for the group to know how to spot the warning signs of an approaching storm so there 
is time to reassess the situation and make any necessary decisions. If the storm arrives unexpected you 
may have less options and have to endure hazardous conditions. 

• Monitor the horizon regularly for cloud formations and observe local conditions. Long high curls of 
cirrus clouds indicate good weather, while the following may indicate approaching storms: 

o Appearance/rapid vertical growth of cumulonimbus clouds 
o Puffy cotton pile cumulus clouds, often flat based and rounded tower tops, indicate heavy rain.  
o If cumulus clouds develop into giant cumulonimbus clouds with dark bases there is an increased 

risk of lightning and/or thunderstorm.  
o When animals seek shelter and birds fly to tree branches for cover 

 
Information Sources 
• Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) for Current Warnings and temperature forecasts 

http://www.bom.gov.au/vic/forecasts/map.shtml 
• Victorian Country Fire Authority (CFA) Fire Warnings including Total Fire Bans 

https://www.cfa.vic.gov.au/warnings-restrictions/total-fire-bans-and-ratings/ 
• Environment Protection Authority (EPA) Victoria, ”Airwatch” site (see Footnote below). 

https://www.epa.vic.gov.au/for-community/airwatch 
• Department of Environment, Land and Water Protection (DELWP) Planned Burns in Victoria 

https://www.ffm.vic.gov.au/bushfire-fuel-and-risk-management/planned-burning-in-victoria   
• The National Parks Association NSW (NPA NSW) website on walking in different weather conditions 
                http://www.bushwalking101.org/walking-in-different-weather-conditions/ 
• The Club Website home page provides buttons linking to the BOM, CFA, EPA and DELWP sites.  
 
Summary 
Leaders need to regularly review the impacts of a broad range of weather extremes on their activities and 
also how it may affect them personally. This specifically includes extreme weather warnings. 
 
All participants are responsible for considering how the weather forecasts impacts their personal situation. 
 
EPA Footnote 
The Victorian EPA site is of limited value for bushwalking outside of Greater Melbourne (including parts of 
the Dandenong Ranges), Greater Geelong, and the Latrobe Valley due to the limited number of monitoring 
sites, their restricted coverage, and their location primarily in larger population centers.  They do however 
provide broad alerts of hazardous/very poor air quality for major incidents e.g. as in the 2019-20 fire 
season, dust storms, industrial disasters etc. 
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Noticeboard 

DO YOU WANT TO WALK WITH MELBOURNE BUSHWALKERS?
NOT A MEMBER?

REGISTER WITH MBW TO ATTEND FUTURE ACTIVITIES
Halina Sarbinowski

Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, most MBW walks have been on hold but it is anticipated from 19th October 2020 
club walks will be able to recommence.  Initially, limited to only 10 participants … but this is a start!

As our clubrooms have been closed, our weekly introductions to potential members have also ceased, however, 
we have had several approaches from non-members hoping to participate in future activities. The club has 
listened and has prepared a questionnaire so that you can register as a Temporary Member with MBW.  

Previously initial introductions in the clubrooms have given leaders the opportunity to determine the fitness and 
preparedness of non-members to attend activities. This questionnaire fulfils that need and is available on the 
club’s website under “Downloads -> Forms and Standard Document Proformas”. If you are a non-member 
and interested in joining an activity with MBW, please complete the form and return to 
membership@mbw.org.au. You will be registered as a Temporary Member with the club.  

To book onto a walk you will need to email membership@mbw.org.au with details of the walk you wish to attend.  
Please do this at least one week prior to the scheduled activity for day walks and three weeks for longer activities.  
Based on your responses to the questionnaire you will be either accepted onto a walk or contacted by the leader 
for further clarification.

Optimistically, we have scheduled Bus Walks recommencing in January 2021, however, this will be dependent 
upon restrictions at the time.  Predictions of groups of 50 participants would mean the bus can recommence, 
however, if social distancing of 1.5 metres continues, then, unfortunately, recommencing bus walks will be further 
delayed.

Hopefully, it won’t be too long before members (including Temporary Members) will be able to enjoy Victoria’s 
great outdoors … and possibly even further afield.
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Along The Track

It may come as a surprise to members but at some point we had a keen horse rider in the club and he would 
organise weekends where club members could rent horses and go riding. Never having so much as ever climbed 
into a saddle, I suggested to my beloved, Gina, that we give this a try, it really didn’t look all that difficult, I said. We 
put our names down for one weekend trip down by the coast. 

The weekend did not start off well, as the accommodation at the riding stable was a run-down, leaky shed smelling 
strongly of horse manure. We slept on the earth floor on our camping mats. My confidence was dented in the 
morning when, waiting in a group for the matching of riders to horses, a young woman rider came galloping up 
towards us, the horse suddenly stopped and the rider sailed over its head and landed at my feet. She got up, 
apparently unhurt except for her dignity but for the first time I realised that maybe I had overlooked the risks 
here. This feeling was only exacerbated when I was assigned a huge animal to ride, the largest in the stable. It 
looked the type that in another era would have had armour plating around its front, a spiked hemet on its head 
and a knight in full armour in the saddle. I patted its nose and spoke to it in what I hoped was a confident and 
reassuring way. I’m sure that it took an instant dislike to me at that moment as it looked at me and laid its ears 
back, then turned its head away in disdain. It was obviously an experienced animal and knew a novice when it 
saw one.  

It had never occurred to me that climbing into a saddle would be difficult. I had seen it done so many times in all 
those westerns after all, but maybe they rode Shetland ponies. This saddle was way above my head and I made 
several unsuccessful attempts to get up there before a riding school assistant, aged about twelve, came to give me 
instructions. She (all the assistants seemed to be young girls) patiently explained to me as to an uncomprehending 
idiot what I was doing wrong. I eventually managed to seat myself rather uncomfortably in the saddle. 

My confidence now in shatters we set off in a group, led by another young woman, this one being at least fifteen. 
At first we walked very slowly along tracks, then turned off into bush. My horse followed along well enough but 
paid no attention when I tugged the reins to move it left and right. Indeed, it sometimes did exactly the opposite 
of my intentions. 

I was just beginning to feel a little more comfortable in the saddle when our leader began to move faster. My 
horse began to trot and I found myself bouncing up and down most alarmingly. I remembered some instruction 
about standing up as the horse with attached saddle rose up. I got this all wrong and my bum came down as the 
saddle came up. I was soon wondering when the pain would stop and whether I should ever be the same again 
when another issue became apparent. 

The horses broke into a gallop across some open bush and it was all I could do to stay in the saddle. I hung on 
for grim death, all attempts at steering abandoned, as my horse took great delight in going so close to bushes so 
that my legs collected leaves, twigs and bruises. It all took a turn for the worse when I saw that we were heading 
straight for two trees that stood only a half-metre apart. My horse was clearly determined to pass between them 
and it seemed to me that there was scarcely room for the horse, yet alone my legs. There was nothing that I could 
do as we approached the trees at high speed and the moment when I was about to lose both legs in a hideous 
crash became seconds away. A picture of me, a permanent cripple, flashed into my head as I shut my eyes, 
pressing my legs into the sides of the beast, trying to get between its ribs. 

We passed between the trees with a few millimetres to spare. I was now convinced that this horse was trying to kill 
me. I tried again to take some control but the creature would have none of it. We were now approaching the sea 
and a lane appeared that ran down through some cliffs to the beach. The horses went down the lane single file. 
My horse followed, but part-way down it suddenly performed a right turn onto a very narrow track which soon 
petered out to nothing. At this point the animal turned left, towards the beach. However, we had only descended 
part of the vertical drop, there being another three or four vertical metres to go to the beach, and a steep cliff was 
between us and the beach. The horse descended without hesitation. Terrified, I had a vision now of going right 
over its head but with an amazing stroke of quick thinking I leaned back in the saddle as far as I dared. I think that 

i try my hand at horse riding
Derrick Brown
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Along The Track

that picture of ‘The man from Snowy River’ came into my head, but I certainly did not raise one hand into the air 
in a triumphant gesture. Far from it. 

How I stayed on I don’t know but in a few seconds we were safely on the sand. I was a sweating wreck, bruised, 
uncomfortable and more than a bit angry with my stead which now trotted up to the group as if nothing had 
happened. 

We went down to the shoreline and it trotted along through the shallows as if it was just a quiet afternoon’s ride. 
I was so traumatised that I could do nothing except sit there. The group then headed back off the beach and back 
to the stables without further incident, except that the horses went faster and faster as we neared their cosy 
stable and the afternoon hay feed. At the stables I painfully got off the brute and found I could barely stand. It 
turned its head toward me and sneered. I haven’t been on a horse since.

/ Upcoming Activities

DUE TO THE REINTRODUCTION OF RESTRICTIONS OF MOVEMENT TO CONTAIN THE 
SPREAD OF COVID-19 ALL CLUB FACE-TO-FACE ACTIVITES UP TO AND INCLUDING 
29TH OCTOBER HAVE BEEN CANCELLED. CLUB EQUIPMENT HIRE IS SUSPENDED UNTIL 
FURTHER NOTICE

REFER TO OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION.

Sun 1 DAY: French Island Car E/M Wendy Fortington

Wed 4 Virtual Clubroom Meeting Ian Mair

Thu 5 TOF: Along the Maribyrnong Pvt Easy Rosemary Cotter

Sun 8 DAY: Lysterfield Lake Park Car E/M Jopie Bodegraven

Mon 9 MTG: Club Committee Meeting

Wed 11 DAY: Wallaby Cascades, Kinglake NP Pvt E/M John Terrell

13-15 PC: Eagles Peaks - Howqua River - Eight Mile Spur 
(Joint VMTC)

CPvt Med Gina Hopkins

Sun 15 DAY: Altona Station - Beacon Cove Car Easy Jenny Andrewes

Mon 16 MOF: Alphington Parks with creek and river Pvt Easy Jopie Bodegraven

Wed 18 DAY: Shepherd’s Flat - Tipperary Springs Pvt E/M Lesley Hale

Sun 22 Mt Evelyn Forest Car Brett Daniel

Thu 26 SOC: Banksia Park, Yarra Rive Pvt Easy Bernadette O’Connor

Sat 28 DAY: Hanging Rock Pvt E/M Helen Graesser

Sun 29 DAY: Cathedral Range Northern Circuit Car Med Judith Shaw

November 2020


